A Scalable Server Architecture for Mobile Presence Services support large scale Social Network Application
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Abstract-

Now a day’s Social network applications are becoming increasingly popular on mobile devices. There are various mobile presence services for social network applications. Social networking services on the Internet are growing and increasing numbers of people are using these new ways to communicate and share information. Many users are communicating with both friends from outside the service as well as with people they have only been in contact with through a social networking service. A mobile existence overhaul is a necessary constituent of a social network application as it uphold each mobile user’s presence information such as the current status, GPS location and network address. Also updates the user’s online friends with the information repeatedly. If presence updates happen frequently, the massive number of messages dispersed by presence servers may lead to a scalability issue in a large-scale mobile presence service. Presence is a service that allows a user to be informed about the reachability, availability, and willingness to communicate of another user. Mobile presence service is a vital component of a social network application due to mobile user’s presence details such as positioning system location, network address, and online/offline status are continuously apprise to user’s online buddies. If persistent updates occur about presence information and also when servers disperse expansive number of messages scalability problem arises in large scale mobile presence service. A presence cloud which is scalable server architecture is proposed which support large scale social network application where it searches for the presence of his/her buddies and reveals them about his/her arrival. Presence Cloud organizes presence servers into a quorum-based server-to-server architecture for efficient presence searching. It also leverages a directed search algorithm and a one-hop caching strategy to achieve small constant search latency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Presence enabled applications can be provided by mobile devices and cloud computing environments, i.e., social network applications/services, worldwide. From the last decade, presence enabled applications are growing rapidly. Some of the examples are Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, Google Latitude, buddy cloud and Mobile Instant Messaging (MIM). In cloud computing environment mobile presence service is a vital component of social network application. Presence information tells the detail about mobile user’s availability, activity and machine capacity. Service does binding of user id to his/her current presence information details. Each individual mobile user has a buddy list which includes details of whom he/she wants to interact with in social network services.
When a user does shipment from one level to other, this change is instinctively transmitted to each individual on the buddy list. Server cluster technology increases the search speed and decrease the report time. For example in social network application mobile user logs in through his/her mobile device, the mobile presence services searches and reveals each of them about user’s friend list such as instant messaging system. Potential of presence cloud can be examined by using search cost and search satisfaction without impaired neither of them. When a user arrives presence server provoke a number of messages is search cost. Time it takes to examine the arrival of user’s buddy list is search satisfaction. To help the users who are present worldwide, the services enhanced by Google and Facebook are proliferated among many servers. Presence server used in large scale social network services to ameliorate the coherence of mobile presence services.

Billion shared items every month and Twitter receives more than 55 million tweets each day. In the future, mobile devices will become more powerful, sensing, and media capture devices. Hence, we believe it is inevitable that social network services will be the next generation of mobile Internet applications. A mobile presence service is an essential component of social network services in cloud computing environments. The key function of a mobile presence service is to maintain up-to-date list of presence information of all mobile users. The presence information includes details about a mobile user’s location, availability, activity, device capability, and preferences. The service must also bind the user’s ID to his/her current presence information, as well as retrieve and subscribe to changes in the presence information of the user’s friends. In social network services, each mobile user has a friend list, typically called a buddy list, which contains the contact information of other users that he/she wants to communicate with. The existing server architecture for buddy list in large scale geographical information Centre. Overloading of buddy search message on presence server leads to scalability problem. Presence cloud disseminates many users’ information details among many presence servers on the internet, which is used as a building block of mobile presence services. For efficient buddy list search there is no single point collapse, since servers in presence cloud are organized in quorum based server to server architecture to gain small search delay using directed buddy search algorithm. Caching procedure is used to reduce buddy list search. The potential of three architectures such as presence cloud, mesh based scheme and distributed hash table are examined in terms of search response time and friend notification time.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we describe previous researches on presence services, and survey the presence service of Existing systems. Several IETF charters have addressed closely related topics and many RFC documents on instant messaging and presence services (IMPS) have been published, e.g., XMPP, SIMPLE. Jabber is a well-known deployment of instant messaging technologies based on distributed architectures. It captures the distributed architecture of SMTP protocols. Since Jabber’s architecture is distributed, the result is a flexible network of servers that can be scaled much higher than the monolithic, centralized presence services. Recently, there is an increase amount of interest in how to design a peer-to-peer SIP. P2P-SIP has been proposed to remove the centralized server, minimize maintenance costs, and keep from happening failures in server based SIP deployment. To maintain presence information, P2P-SIP clients are organized in a DHT system, rather than in a centralized server.
3. PRESENCE CLOUD

The past few years has seen a veritable frenzy of research activity in Internet scale object searching field, with many designed protocols and proposed algorithms. Most of the previous algorithms are used to address the fixed object searching problem in distributed systems for different intentions. However, people are nomadic, the mobile presence information is more mutable and dynamic; anew design of mobile presence services is needed to address the buddy list search problem, especially for the demand of mobile social network applications. Presence Cloud is used to construct and maintain distributed server architecture and can be used to efficiently query the system for buddy list searches. Presence Cloud consists of three main components that are run across a set of presence servers. In the design of Presence Cloud, the ideas of P2P systems and present a particular design for mobile presence services has been refined. Presence Cloud is used to construct and maintain distributed server architecture and can be used to efficiently query the system for buddy list searches. Presence Cloud consists of three main components that are run across a set of presence servers. In the design of Presence Cloud, we refine the ideas of P2P systems and present a particular design for mobile presence services.
For example in Fig 2, grid quorum is set to $\sqrt{9} \times \sqrt{9}$. Presence server node 8 has a presence server list $\{2, 5, 7, 9\}$ and presence server node a1 has presence server list $\{2, 3, 4, 7\}$. Thus, presence server node a8 and a1 can build their overlay network according to their presence server list.

**B. ONE HOP CACHING**

Presence Cloud requires a caching strategy to make an exact copy of presence information of users to improve the efficiency of the search operation. In order to adapt to changes in the presence of users, the caching strategy should be asynchronous and not require expensive mechanisms for distributed agreement. To duplicate the presence information details, presence cloud requires caching strategy in order to enhance the efficiency of search operation. In presence cloud for the attached users, presence information details of user list are maintained by presence server node. Duplicating user list by presence server nodes are at most one hop away from itself. When connection is proven by neighbor’s cache is updated and also updated periodically with their neighbors. If query accepted by presence server node it is not only respond with matches from cache where user list available by its neighbors.

Presence information changes for mobile users when user leaves presence cloud or due to failure. Response from presence server node broadcasts its new presence to other neighboring presence server node for updates. Presence information remains constant and up to date throughout the session time of user is ensured by one hop caching strategy. Consequently, this one hop caching strategy ensures that the user’s presence information could remain mostly up to date and consistent throughout the session time of the user. More specifically, it should be easy to see that, each node maintains roughly $2 \left(\sqrt{\left|n\right|} - 1\right) x u$ duplicates of presence information, due to each node duplicates its user list at most one hop away from itself. Here, $u$ is denoted the average number of mobile users in a node.

**C. DIRECTED BUDDY SEARCH**

Fig 3 shows, for mobile presence services it is important to reduce search time. Using two hop overlay and one hop caching strategy, presence cloud endowed response for large number of mobile users. One hop search used for queries in order to reduce network traffic. One hop caching maintains user list of its neighbors to enhance response time by increasing in finding buddies.
System architecture for social network application using mobile presence services is shown in Fig. 4, setting overall outlook of application in service layer where user registers for presence cloud and updates his/her profiler. In persistence layer performing CURDS operation such as create, read, update and delete. Presence cloud searches for presence information details such as online/offline, network address, global positioning system location when user joins the network.

![System Architecture for Mobile presence service in social network application](image)

**Fig. 4. System Architecture for Mobile presence service in social network application**

### 4. IMPLEMENTATION

In Fig. 5, the process flowchart of the implementation is shown. The proposed system is implemented in 32 bit Windows operating system with 1 GHz Processor and 1GB RAM. The design environment is selected in java. User registers for presence cloud if it is success then he/she can view the friend list and send a request to the presence server which is present in presence cloud for buddy list search. Presence cloud makes an efficient search of buddy list and returns the result to the user. Then user send request to buddies using friend id if accepted then added to buddy list, otherwise buddies can ignore the request. Buddies send messages to their friend and also can view message, compose messages for their buddies using friend id and finally navigates to the main page.
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**Fig. 5. Process flowchart implementation**

### 5. CONCLUSION

The scalable server architecture called as presence cloud is supported by many large scale social network mobile presence services. Total number of buddy search messages increases substantially with the user arrival rate and the number of presence servers. The growth of social network applications and mobile device computing capacity to explore the user satisfaction both on mobile presence services or mobile devices. Presence Cloud could certificate the presence server every time when the presence server joins to Presence Cloud.
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